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In the Beginning 
© Wings o Spriit  

 
If you take the Words of Truth and hold them in the Light, they will be the same in every 
direction.  Herein abides that which is Eternal.  Eternal Life, not known to the mind which 
understands and understands not, is the willingness to reveal Love beyond comparables.   
 
In the Beginning.  In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was without form.  I reached 
within Myself, and I said, "Let there be."  To become that which is and the world within to 
hear, the Spirit spoke the Word.  "This is the Will of God.  So be it in the Earth.  Let there be 
Light."  And in the Light begot all that is to become and all that has unfolded to this point of 
recognized idea. And in the Light, the Light said within Itself, "I choose to be that which I 
AM, LOVE.”  
 
And the Light unto the Earth gave birth unto all it contained, and  found Itself to be the Love 
of God as you.  It kept coming from the Earth until it energized a point of awareness . . . to 
behold that within Itself, which the Love is, and the return unto the space to which the Word 
said, "I AM the Light of the world."  
 
It now has come a time when the mind is being bathed with Its own Light.  And here is where 
you begin anew, for in the beginning was the Word, and the Word said, "I AM."  I trust 
Myself to be that which is given within Me, for I AM All in All, contained within My-Self.  
And I hold My Light to be that which is the gift as the Divine.  And herein I AM All in All.  
And I will again begin again within the Divine, the Word made flesh.  I carry forth My Word 
upon the land which I have become.  And here I shall receive what the land would give unto 
Me.  And I shall give back unto the land that which I perceive.  And the Truth shall be given 
unto the world, and the world shall give the Truth within to be perceived within that which is 
the world itself.  
 
And from on high, those who are begotten in the Light of God return to serve the One, and 
carry forth the many . . .  home.  How many times have I begun within the Divine again to 
behold more of the Word in the Truth which is the Light.  And the Light carries every seed 
which I AM.  I behold Myself in the gift of the Word to give again, and so it is with the Earth. 
 Far removed from this time shall be the given I AM, the speed of Light . . . multiplied more 
than the speed of Light is giving Itself even now.  And this the world created crystalline to 
which the promise is of old.  
 
For I AM the Word, 
And I have said, "Let there be."  
And into that I have spoken 
The All that is Eternity 
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To unfold, to gift, even I to see. 
For I AM the gift of God, 
And God is the gift of Me. 
 
The wisdom from above  
Now herein hear,  
And I carry forth My Word in you.  
And in your times of peace  
Where I can speak Mine,  
You shall know that I AM thine.  
 
And if you listen carefully,  
Your voice to be Mine  
Shall be the gift in Earth.  
And all time shall here consume  
That which is the Word,  
Consumed within Itself again,  
Holding I AM. 
 
And I believe in that which is faith, for faith is given in the seed, and I AM trusting that which 
is the seed to give forth that which it contains.  For in the desired given is faith revealed. And 
here the faith begins a Word made flesh.  Trust that which is and all given unto you. 
 
I am your Love.  I keep within Myself each other's heart, and I hold within Myself each 
other's presence.  I reveal within Myself each other's truth.  And I keep within Myself each 
other's precious Light which is "In the beginning was the Word." 
 
Reasons are not of the future.  Memories are not of the past. Gracious movements of Light 
are all the I AM is, and the unfolding of that to return, to be, and express; return to be, and 
express; and return, to be, and express.  It is
like that which is the Light finding its own thing it created to reveal it to Itself, 
and take it to Itself, to give it to Itself.  So be this, Eternal One.  
 
Masters each of you to which the Light now shines, and the voice to which the Spirit speaks 
is the One I AM, and you shall know yourselves by what is found in the Word as you, holding 
your Light.   
 
And, as you look beyond your energies where you can see not, is where you shall find.  Here I 
shall speak and softly energize what tomorrow brings, holding you safely into the gateway 
through which I swing Myself in you, the peace of Christ.   Simultaneously, the moldings, if 
you will, fall away, and that giveth unto you something more comparable than peace.  For in 
what is beyond the mind and the Words which I AM, is the gift of Eternal Life.  If you take 
the Words of Truth and hold them in the Light, they will be the same in every direction.  
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Herein abides that which is Eternal.  Eternal Life, not known to the mind which understands 
and understands not, is the willingness to reveal Love beyond comparables.   
 
Have you, have you ever been 
Through that which is within? 
And have you ever, ever been 
To the other side? 
 
And have you ever been  
The Light within I AM 
Which calls you to that which is you are? 
Oh, indeed, for this is All That Is. 
 
And soon the mind shall know 
That it is not of itself, 
But simply an extension of the Light 
Which it is an instrument. 
 
Beyond the mind I rest Myself as the Eternal of the All that is I call you now to know.  Serve 
what is the known in you, to be the gift expressed, so you, too, can reveal what is, and the 
Love of God be made known through the Word which is as You. 
 
Fiction novels shall come to pass and be no more, for all shall be the Truth.  All is rested in 
the Word which is given in the heralding of the Divine.  Holy, holy be the Love of God and 
the will to return to the Will.  
 
And the speed with which the Light now flows  
Shall be multiplied a hundredfold,  
To be the gift of Love returned  
To gift again divine Sojourn.  
 
"Let there be."  
To gift the world beyond the mind to see, 
To be experienced One in all eternity. 
To herein golden world I bring 
And the Light far from remembering. 
 
I AM the Light, and the Light I AM, the Peace which I AM you are. And the trust which is 
the trust given, is the trust you are welcoming as that which is your own.  And you shall know 
the Word by what quickens within.  Hold the Light of Truth, “The LOV E of God I AM." 
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That which is the mind now consumes all and allows its regeneration to pass and to collect 
with new Light.  The Light which is collected is given unto the world a new beginning. So be 
the Love I AM. 
 
Those of you in the Masters seats, that gather the Beloved of God, shall be gifted with the 
sword of Light, and herein cut loose all that has been forgiven. 
To release the time, the past, the future and the present even now, to begin again with no time 
frame of reference to remember.  So it shall be in the new worlds,  this thing you call the past, 
the present, and the future, shall not exist at all. 
 
It is the will of God that you now move through this veil and through the portal of the Golden 
Age to that which is the seed sown again  
 
You have fulfilled what the seed of Love has brought thus far, and as you gather more of the 
fruit in the Earth ye shall seed and seed again a New World Order of the Golden Age of Love. 
 
I AM the presence of the Holy Mother, the Love, the peace, and the joy.  I AM the gift of the 
Word of God and the life made flesh in all.  I AM the Spirit from on high, that which gifts one 
with the understanding of the mind. 
 
Joyous movements of Love  are entering into I AM, from that which is I AM, to that which is 
I AM... returned.  So is My breath to the world.  If you will take the breath and allow it to be 
consumed within to focus upon, it shall reveal to you the secrets of the worlds within.  
 
Your LOVE, measured not, reveals the LOVE of God! 
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